SEEKING SUBMISSIONS
Sault Ste. Marie, ON's new indie lit publisher, Type A Media, invites Northern Ontario locals to submit original poetry, stories,
art and more for inclusion in its forthcoming locally-published anthology book:

'Isolated Together: Contemporary Explorations of Life
in Northern Ontario Communities in a Time of Global Pandemic'
Today, we are faced with a new sort of isolation – one which has been enforced upon us, causing us to take a step back from
our once-comfortable routines to scrutinise our systems and ourselves. Though we are separate, we are now being called to
come together to face the truths of our past missteps, misdeeds, mistrusts and misfortunes. 'Isolated Together' will be a
response to the critical questions we must all ask ourselves aloud. It will be an anthology of lived experiences, of anecdotes and
insight, of exploration and accountability, of acknowledgment and affirmation. It will be an opportunity for you to share your
stories of contemporary life in the time of a global pandemic – in prose, poetry, and visual art or any combination thereof.
The book will be published in print and digital formats later this year by Type A Media. All Contributors whose work is selected
for inclusion in the anthology will be awarded a cash Honorarium, and a portion of all proceeds from sales of the book will be
donated to local charities addressing challenges faced by members of our local communities during the Coronavirus Pandemic.
To submit your work, please read our full Special Editions Call and follow our General Submission Guidelines, found online at
www.typeamedia.ca. In your email Subject Line, please write:
“MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION – Isolated Together – <Your Name> – <Manuscript Title>”
Submissions accepted until Midnight EST on August 20th, 2020. We can't wait to hear from you!
Type A Media is a new arts & culture publishing press in Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario. We are a woman-owned
independent press, publishing a full Editorial Calendar of fresh, diverse voices in poetry, creative non-fiction, flash
fiction, visual arts, cultural thinkpieces, and hybrid creative formats from Northern Ontario and beyond. We want work
that not just pushes boundaries but breaks them down – work that challenges the status quo, changes our
assumptions about art and literature and about the society itself in which it is created. We are looking for the weird
and the wonderful – work that only you can bring us!
Connect with us by email: editorial@typeamedia.ca, on Twitter @TypeAMediaPress,
on Facebook @typeamedia.ca, or on our website: www.typeamedia.ca

